Odes to the Lowcountry

These days, it seems like people the world over are touting Charleston’s many charms. And while we appreciate the compliments, it takes a bold truth to understand the subtleties of our city’s allure. So we asked mental writer, novelist, and poets to delve a bit deeper into this place we call home and pour love letters to unique aspects of life here—from pluff mud and graveyards to etiquette and authenticity.

Oyster Roasts
BY STRATTON LAWRENCE

May find ourselves in awe of the city’s grandeur, but are equally swooned by its seaside charms. So when evening in Charleston comes around, we take a break from the hustle and bustle of daily life. The dogs are out and the deck is ready for dinner. It’s a perfect evening for an oyster roast.

But not just any oyster roast. This one is special because it’s celebrating the Lowcountry’s rich history and culture. The menu is a mix of traditional and modern flavors, and the drinks flow freely.

As the sun sets and the stars come out, we gather around the fire pit, sipping on cold beers and sipping oysters on the half shell. The music is live, and everyone is in high spirits.

We chat about our favorite memories of the Lowcountry and share stories of our experiences. It’s a night we won’t soon forget.

When I lived on Oak Island, we’d pick them from the creeks. One “Oysters Uph” text would attract friends in droves.
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